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ANALYZING ALLELE SPECIFIC RNA EXPRESSION USING MIXTURE MODELS
Introduction
Allele expression imbalance (AEI) or alternatively allele-
specific gene expression (ASE) are used to describe the 
phenomenon when one parental copy of a given autosomal gene 
is preferentially expressed over the other in the corresponding 
RNA transcripts. The goal of AEI analysis is to separate the true 
signals (imbalanced expression due to biological mechanisms) 
from the noises (imbalanced expression due to instrumental 
variations and experimental biases in RNA-seq).  Since 
imbalanced expression levels are used as the phenotype for 
identifying the responsible genetic variants, it is crucial to be 
able to get stable AEI analysis results without making unrealistic 
model assumptions.  
Aims
The goal of this project is to develop appropriate statistical 
procedures for identifying AEI cases using RNA-seq read counts 
at heterozygous loci of different genes. 
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Methods
The term “folded Skellam” refers to the absolute value of the 
Skellam random variable. In the following model description, we 
denote the SNP allele reads from the paternal copy of a gene as P 
and that from the maternal copy as M. 
Let R and V be the reference and variant reads respectively. 
Although the parental origin of reads is not available in our RNA-
seq data, introducing the hidden pair (P, M) will help us in justifying 
the model for analyzing (R, V).
In our current approach we only assume that Y: = P - M = Y1 - Y2 
follows a Skellam mixture distribution with unknown fixed number 
of mixture components K. 
where        is a set of unknown probability mass functions.
Results cont.
We found the optimal number of mixture components to be 7, 
meaning that we could classify all SNPs into 7 “comparable” 
SNP groups. Most SNPs in the gene of our interest (SLC1A3) 
were classified into the mixture component Comp.1. The SNPs in 
Comp.1 were used to fit the folded Skellam mixture model.
In total 18367 SNPs were classified into the Poisson mixture 
component 1 and 10702 of them were in 3’ UTR of 531 genes. 
Fitting of the folded Skellam mixture model only used the 10702 
SNPs in 3’ UTR. 
Table 3 Folded Skellam mixture parameter estimates and results 
of LRTs for equal Poisson mean values. 
Only SNPs on 3’ UTR and classified into Poisson mixture 
component 1 were used for fitting the folded Skellam mixture 
(overall log-likelihood=-34979; BIC=70117; sample-size=10702;  
                   is estimate of the ordered pair                      
NAs indicate insufficient sample sizes for LRTs.
Conclusion
By applying the folded Skellam mixture model to the RNA-seq 
data from human autopsy brain tissues, we find that 16% 3’UTR 
SNPs within a group of 531 ”comparable” genes show AEI. This 




Since we expect to have |R-V| = |P-M| it follows that |R-V| should 
have the same folded Skellam mixture distribution as |P-M| in our 
setting. Since the mean of the Skellam variable equals the difference 
of two corresponding Poisson means, testing the null hypothesis 
of no AEI signal within a mixture component is equivalent to testing 
whether the means of two independent Poisson variables are equal. 
That is, if the component i is a “no AEI signal” component, then 
under our model                   and we can estimate  by the method 
of moments using the fact that        .
Results
The Poisson mixture model was fitted to the averaged total 
reads within tissue-specific genes (62326 tissue-specific genes 
in total, i.e. sample size=62326; overall log-likelihood=-216846; 
BIC=433836). Genes with the same rs number but from different 
brain region were considered as different tissue-specific genes.
